TESTEX AG, SWISS TEXTILE TESTING INSTITUTE
GOTTHARDSTRASSE 61
8002 ZURICH, SWITZERLAND

The company
Tat Fai Zipper Company Limited
Rm 1107-11, 11/F, Global Gateway Tower,
63 Wing Hong Street, Cheung Sha Wan
Kowloon,
Hong Kong
is granted authorisation according to STANDARD 100 by
OEKO-TEX® to use the STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®
mark, based on our test report HK001 170629.1

HKAO 064201 TESTEX
Tested for harmful substances
www.oeko-tex.com/standard100

for the following articles:
Zippers (assembled or in individual parts) consisting of:
- Polyester tape and coil, white and dyed (with disperse dyestuffs), with or without transparent reinforcement
tape or water proof TPU coated
- POM plastic element, top and bottom stop, rubber slider, pigment-coloured
- Copper element & top stop and zinc alloy slider & bottom stop, painted or electroplated in gold, nickel,
antique, light pewter, brass and copper, with or without lacquered (based on material partly pre-certified
according to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®)
The results of the inspection made according to STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX®, Annex 4, product class I have
shown that the above mentioned goods meet the human-ecological requirements of the STANDARD 100 by OEKOTEX® presently established in Annex 4 for baby articles.
The certified articles fulfil requirements of Annex XVII of REACH (incl. the use of azo colourants, nickel release, etc.),
the American requirement regarding total content of lead in children’s articles (CPSIA; with the exception of
accessories made from glass) and of the Chinese standard GB 18401:2010 (labelling requirements were not
verified).
The holder of the certificate, who has issued a conformity declaration according to ISO 17050-1, is under an
obligation to use STANDARD 100 by OEKO-TEX® mark only in conjunction with products that conform with the
sample initially tested. The conformity is verified by audits.

The certificate HKAO 064201 is valid until 15.08.2021
Zurich, 20.07.2020
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